
EDUCATION
COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY

Whether in a lecture hall, student center, 
library, or sports complex, carpet can inspire in 
the learning environment while helping recruit 
some of the best and brightest minds in the 
world.  Milliken will help you create inviting, 
supportive, and sustainable places for learning 
with modular carpet options to meet the 
tightest installation schedules.
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We understand that creating high-performance learning 

environments involves more than technical specs 

and hard costs. Milliken understands there’s also the 

challenge of satisfying the requirements of very diverse 

stakeholders; from the alumni and faculty, to parents 

and staff, and students.

From classrooms, dorms, and student centers to 

multipurpose areas and athletic facilities, our broad 

array of easy-to-use modular carpet tile, entryway 

systems, dust control mats, and on-site MilliCare® 

cleaning services simplify maintenance and transform 

the learning environment. The result: increasing 

student performance, deepening alumni satisfaction, 

and improving student recruitment.   

Milliken’s PVC-free cushion backed modular carpets offer:

• Best-in-class acoustics

• Unparalleled durability to protect your investment

• Industry leading AlphaSan® anti-microbial and 

StainSmart® stain repel/release solutions

• Unmatched moisture management

• Easy options for incorporating mascot colors

• Improved indoor air quality (IAQ)  and faster, 

easier carpet installation with TractionBack® 

• The lowest environmental footprint and lowest 

environmental impact available in the carpet 

industry from a certified carbon-negative company

Learn how Milliken's advanced carpet technologies can 

transform your institution’s learning environment and 

student performance.

Arizona State University Interdisciplinary Science & Technology Building IV - Phoenix, AZ
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PARTNERING FOR THE FUTURE OF HIGHER EDUCATION
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Above: Kankakee Community College, North - Bradley, IL
On the cover: Moraine Valley Community College - Palos Hills, IL

“Because the atrium served as a focal point 

for the building, it really drove how we 

designed the lowest floor, since it would 

be viewed from all the floors above. It was 

helpful to have worked with the Milliken team 

before and have a history of customized 

projects under our belts. Our relationship 

supported collaborative activities, and they 

knew what we were looking for.”

- Patricia Rhee, AIA, associate at Ehrlich Architects
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Ringling College of Art and Design - Sarasota, FL USC Discovery Building - Columbia, SC
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The best-in-class acoustics provided by Milliken 

carpets make it easier for students and faculty to hear, 

concentrate - and can ultimately help improve test scores.  

Numerous studies show that reduced noise levels 

improve knowledge retention and error rates among 

students while minimizing vocal cord strain for 

lecturers.  This is precisely why Milliken designed a 

carpet tile to offer the best acoustic performance in 

the market. 

Milliken’s cushioned carpet tiles absorb up to 40% 

more noise than hard-backed carpets and up to 12 

times more than hard surface and rubber flooring.  

Better yet, the new LEED v4 rewards projects for 

designing classrooms that enhance faculty-student 

communications offer up to 2 LEED points.  Clearly, 

acoustics matter.

“Rich, intense colors were a key factor in the 

development of the library design, and once we 

found the Paste Up series we knew it was the 

right product. Of the many products we reviewed, 

only the Milliken Paste Up series responded 

aesthetically to our design intentions and targeted 

user groups.”

- Elaine Molinar, Managing Director for Snøhetta

BETTER ACOUSTICS = BETTER LEARNING

Milliken Carpet Tile Products

Competitors' Cushion Back Carpet Products

Carpet With Hard Backing

VCT or Hard Surface Products

Get more at millikencarpetsamplestudio.com

>

University of Washington - Seattle, WA
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With almost 150 years of experience in textiles and 

nearly 50 years in carpet design and manufacturing, 

Milliken’s cushioned carpets are engineered to last and 

simplify facility maintenance. From libraries to food 

courts, hallways to sports complexes — and, of course, 

classrooms — Milliken’s multi-layered cushioned carpet 

tile is designed for the rigors of high-traffic learning 

environments.  

Our floor covering begins with high-performance nylon 

fiber created to withstand wear and tear in the toughest 

environments. To enable flexible configurations, we tuft 

and support the fibers with a PVC-free cushioned backing 

to absorb the shock from thousands of footsteps each day. 

In fact, Milliken carpet tiles can retain their appearance up 

to 40% longer than non-cushioned tiles, increasing the life 

span of your purchase. 

The appearance is equivalent to a rating of ‘severe’ 

against the most rigorous tests in the industry. What does 

‘severe’ rating mean to a college or university? The rating 

is typically reserved for products that can stand up to the 

extreme foot traffic of an airport.

You’ll also have the assurance of the most comprehensive 

lifetime warranty packages in the industry. The carpet you 

buy today will stand up to years of foot traffic, sunlight, 

spills, and more - and it will still look great. We guarantee 

it with our StainSmart® and AlphaSan® technologies, 

which come standard on all Milliken carpets.

When you consider the cost of caring for floors, Milliken 

becomes even more appealing. Hard surfaces require 2.5 

times more cleaning than carpeted floors and supplies for 

maintaining vinyl floors cost roughly 7 times more than 

those needed for carpet. The math is simple.

76

MILLIKEN = DURABILITY + LESS MAINTENANCE
Moisture is an undesirable disruption in the learning 

environment. Whether from the subfloor or spills on 

the carpet surface, controlling moisture inside facilities 

can be a challenge. 

Milliken modular carpets have an unmatched moisture 

management system to stop liquids at the surface 

and wick moisture away from the subfloor. The result: 

reduced conditions for mold and mildew growth. The 

control of potential mold and mildew from the floor 

is made possible by a trio of Milliken innovations: the 

cushion backing system, StainSmart® stain/spill resist 

technology, and AlphaSan® anti-microbial protection.

The cushion backing system, whether ComfortPlus® 

or Underscore™, is engineered to wick moisture away 

from the subfloor. This reduces damp conditions 

where mold and mildew can grow, and helps protect 

your full facility investment. Adversely, a hard-backed 

carpet can’t prevent moisture from wicking away from 

the subfloor. In fact, moisture can actually pool under 

the carpet tile.  

StainSmart® protects the overall appearance of the 

carpet, but also acts as a moisture repellent. The 

chemistry allows liquid spills to bead up on the carpet 

surface, where it can be easily blotted away. Should a 

spill be pressed into the surface, our moisture barrier 

will prevent the spill from penetrating the cushion layer.

As a final layer of protection, any spills that penetrate 

below the carpet surface will meet AlphaSan®, our 

anti-microbial technology to defend against bacteria 

and other microbes that cause foul odors and 

discoloration. This anti-microbial defense is the same 

technology used to protect apparel, food processing 

equipment, and consumer products. 

MOISTURE + MILLIKEN = ZERO WORRIES

CARPET TILE BENEFITS:

• Carpet is 31% to 53% less expensive to maintain than 

vinyl composition tile

• Hard surfaces require 2.5 times more cleaning than 

carpet

• Maintenance supplies for vinyl floors cost roughly 7 

times more than those needed for carpet

• Milliken’s patented cushion backing saves on energy 

costs with unrivaled thermal insulation

• Carpet reduces airborne allergens to help improve 

HVAC air flow

• Bio-based TractionBack® tiles do not require 

additional adhesives and can be safely installed while 

buildings are occupied

MILLIKEN CARPET TILES & MOISTURE

Moisture is absorbed, wicked across the tile, and released through seams

1. StainSmart® technology repels and beads surface moisture
2. AlphaSan® antimicrobial inhibits mold, mildew, and odor
3. Primary coating prevents liquids from penetrating past the surface
4. Cushion layer absorbs and wicks away moisture from the sub-floor
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Boston University Agganis Arena - Boston, MA
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School pride can be showcased inside the facility as 

well as on the sports field. Evidence shows that pride 

in a facility can help to improve student recruitment, 

increase student and faculty morale, as well as 

improve student performance.

Milliken’s broad range of color and patterning 

technologies allow us to easily design and adapt 

existing carpets to provide your school with a place 

that embodies the spirit for which it is most known.

• A variety of tile sizes – 50 cm, 1 m, and planks - 

allow flexible design arrangements of standard 

product and the introduction of color in key areas 

 

• A blend of dull and bright nylon fibers help reduce 

visible stains while highlighting vibrant school 

colors

CREATING AND MAINTAINING SCHOOL PRIDE

9

Brown University, Keeney Quad - Providence, RI
Wofford College Richardson Athletic Building - Spartanburg, SC Cornerstone University - Grand Rapids, MI

Get more at millikencarpetsamplestudio.com
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At Milliken, sustainability is core to our culture. With 

the world’s largest private textile research facility, 

Milliken is focused on delivering innovative flooring 

solutions to colleges and universities that build a 

creative, performance-encouraging environment while 

having zero impacts on the planet. 

CARBON NEUTRAL PRODUCTS

• PVC FREE – the first carpet manufacturer to 

eliminate PVC in all carpet 

• Zero waste from our manufacturing facilities goes 

to landfill - since 1992 

• 46% of energy used in manufacturing Milliken carpet 

is renewable through local landfill methane gas 

harvesting and company-owned hydroelectric facilities 

• All Milliken carpet products are free of the 15 

Red List chemicals defined in the Living Building 

Challenge™ 

• Maximum LEED Points contribution 

• NSF 140 Gold and Platinum-certified products

• All global Milliken products are certified carbon neutral

Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) deserves special consideration 

in creating an environment for developing minds. 

Milliken products have been PVC free for more than 20 

years, while recent innovations, such as TractionBack®, 

enable sealant and adhesive-free installations, 

continuing our commitment to improved IAQ.

All Milliken carpet is certified to SMaRT® Platinum as 

well as Sustainable Carpet Assessment Standard NSF 

140 and may be reused, renewed, or recycled. And we 

continue to pledge ‘No Carpet to Landfill,’ helping our 

customers find better options for disposing of old carpet 

through the Milliken Carpet Landfill Diversion Program.

Our holistic approach to sustainability guides every 

decision we make. In fact, it’s led us to become the first 

and only carbon-negative manufacturer in the industry, 

as certified by the respected Leonardo Academy’s 

Cleaner and Greener® program. Since 1992, we’ve made 

use of alternative energy sources and recorded zero 

waste to landfill from our carpet manufacturing sites.

Last, every Milliken product is carbon neutral and 

contributes maximum points toward LEED.

GOOD DESIGN THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY

Cornerstone University - Grand Rapids, MI
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University of Washington - Seattle, WA Moraine Valley Community College - Palos Hills, IL

Yearly total savings per 1000 square foot carpet 

installation, with 2 scheduled cleanings per year.

86 GALLONS
Milliken's optional MilliCare on-site carpet 

maintenance is an environmentally superior choice.

Get more at millikencarpetsamplestudio.com
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FAST DELIVERY AND FASTER INSTALLATION

USC Discovery Building - Columbia, SC

With our Quick Ship program, choose from our 

standard collections and complete your summer and 

winter renovations. Don’t know how to buy? Take 

advantage of the purchasing power of national buying 

groups like NJPA.

Milliken has also designed the most advanced, built-

in system for installing modular carpet, eliminating 

the need for wet adhesives and other additives. 

TractionBack® is a remarkable bio-based, high friction 

coating that keeps our PVC-free carpet tile securely 

in place without additional floor preparation, sealers, 

primers, tapes, dots, or adhesives. Applied during the 

manufacturing process, carpet tiles with TractionBack® 

require no manipulation, additional taping, or gluing in 

the field. Just install carpet tiles out-of-the-box, making it 

easier for you, the installer, and your maintenance teams. 

Many benefits of TractionBack® include:

• Ready to install out of the box 

• No additional materials or work required - such 

as extra dots, glues, tapes, or peeling film - saving 

time, money, and resources

• Industry-leading Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) 

performance with no VOC off-gassing during 

installation

• Less worry over moisture conditions  

• Install and occupy spaces in the same day

Milliken Floor Covering is part of Milliken & Company, 

one of the largest privately held companies in the 

world. Milliken is an innovation company that has been 

exploring, discovering, and creating ways to enhance 

people’s lives since 1865. Our community of innovators 

has developed one of the largest collections of United 

States patents held by a private U.S. company. 

With expertise across a breadth of disciplines, including 

specialty chemicals, floor covering, and performance 

materials, we work around the world to add true value to 

people’s lives, improve health and safety, and help make 

this world more sustainable. The innovations created by 

Milliken empower our daily activities and can be found in 

a variety of places; from Crayola® Washable Markers 

and duct tape to creating more efficient wind-energy 

turbines and protecting NASCAR drivers. Milliken’s 

forward-looking focus has brought us the Malcolm 

Baldrige National Quality Award, the European Quality 

Award, the British Quality Award, and the Canadian 

Quality Award. We’ve been recognized eight times as 

one of the World’s Most Ethical Companies by Ethisphere 

Magazine and multiple times 

by R&D Magazine for creating 

some of the top innovations 

in the world each year. In fact, 

Milliken has appeared among 

FORTUNE magazine’s “100 Best Companies to Work For” 

six times. All of these achievements are intentional and 

part of Milliken’s corporate philosophy of “doing good” 

above all else.

For almost 50 years, we have been committed to 

improving the quality of education through our technical 

innovation we've advanced the design of athletic safety 

gear (Tegris®), safer playground equipment, comfortable 

school uniforms (VisaEndurance®), and durable floor 

coverings for colleges and universities around the 

world. Together, we believe that the best in education 

performance is yet to come.

LET’S PARTNER FOR THE
FUTURE OF EDUCATION.

KEEPING AN EYE ON THE BIGGER PICTURE

University of Nebraska Omaha CPACS Building - Omaha, NE

Get more at millikencarpetsamplestudio.com
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ADVANTAGES OF MILLIKEN CARPET TILE

Cushion Backing

Comfort Plus® & Underscore™ are Milliken’s latest generation cushion backing systems and come standard with 
Milliken modular carpet products. In addition to providing superior underfoot comfort and significantly improving 
durability, these cushion backings also offer ergonomic, acoustic, and environmental benefits. Milliken cushion 
backing protects the carpet face from wear and can extend the carpet’s life by up to 40%. Like an insulating shock 
absorber, Milliken cushion backings improve appearance retention and enhance comfort and safety. 

In addition to providing Severe TARR ratings, Milliken cushioned carpet tiles are unmatched in moisture 
management. They repel liquids at the surface and wick moisture away from the sub-floor, reducing conditions for 
mold and mildew growth. By allowing high levels of moisture to be transported through the tile, Milliken modular 
tiles can handle water vapor emissions up to 85% relative humidity. This unique feature eliminates one less worry 
about carpet in a high-humidity environment.

Cushion Improves Acoustics
Much emphasis is placed on the need to reduce unwanted noise in corporate and public spaces. Reducing noise 
levels can improve comfort, well-being, and the ability to concentrate, as well as yield higher student performance 
and productivity. Milliken cushion-backed tiles absorb sounds across a wide range of frequencies, including those 
most associated with human speech. Milliken’s cushioned carpet tiles absorb up to 50% more noise than hard-
backed carpets and up to 12 times more than hard surface and rubber flooring. Better yet, the new LEED v4 rewards 
designers for providing spaces that enhance communications by offering up to 2 LEED points. Clearly, acoustics 
matter.

StainSmart®

StainSmart® is a proprietary treatment applied to 
Milliken modular carpets to provide stain repel, stain 
resist and soil release characteristics. This treatment 
provides state-of-the-art protection against penetrating 
stains and soil. It’s a dual action technology that 
enables liquid and oil-based spills to bead up and 
be easily removed from the carpet. The treatment 
becomes an inherent part of the carpet so it’s durable 
over years of use, even in high traffic.

Stain Repel: Allows many liquid spills to be blotted and 
removed easily before they can penetrate beyond the 
carpet surface.

Stain Resist: Blocks the dye sites of the nylon fiber, 
lessening the ability of a stain to bond with the fiber.

Soil Release: Prevents soil from adhering to or 
imbedding in the fiber surface and enhances the 
efficiency of soil removal when proper cleaning 
techniques are followed. 

Milliken warrants that carpet treated with StainSmart®  
will resist soiling and staining during the lifetime* of the 
carpet. Proper maintenance is vital to the long-term 
effectiveness of the StainSmart® treatment. Soaps 
used in wet-cleaning processes, especially spin bonnet, 
can cause rapid resoiling and effectively negate the 
protection built into the product. Milliken recommends 
the MilliCare® Textile and Carpet Care Service Network.

* Lifetime is defined as the period of time the original purchaser of the carpet 
chooses to keep the carpet on the floor at the original installation site.

Environmentally Sustainable

Milliken has demonstrated a commitment to transparency by disclosing the components of our commercial carpet 
tile products through Declare®, a voluntary labeling program and database operated by the International Living 
Future Institute™, and complies with the Red List Imperative of the Living Building Challenge™.

Our commitment to sustainable manufacturing
• Zero waste to landfill from our Milliken U.S. carpet 

manufacturing facilities since 1992

• 46% of energy used to manufacture Milliken carpet 
is renewable through company owned hydroelectric 
facilities and local landfill methane gas harvesting

• Milliken modular carpet collections carry 
Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) 
third-party certified by Underwriters Laboratory 
(UL)

• All Milliken carpet is free of the 15 Red List chemicals 
defined in the Living Building Challenge™

• All global Milliken products are carbon neutral and 
certified by the Leonardo Academy Cleaner and 
Greener® program. Carbon dioxide created in the 
manufacturing of all Milliken products globally is 
offset through company-owned sustainably managed 
forests and green energy producing facilities

• Product Life Cycle Assessments (LCA) are used for 
new product development, as Milliken has used the 
Design for Environment (Dfe) process for 
commercial carpet since 2002

• Our Comfort Plus® polyurethane cushion backing 
increases the first life of carpet more than 40%

• All Milliken carpet is third-party certified to NSF 140 
Gold or Platinum

• All U.S. plants are certified as OSHA VPP STAR sites

• All carpet manufacturing sites are ISO-14001 
certified—the highest global standard for 
environmental responsibility

• First U.S. carpet manufacturer to obtain the carpet 
manufacturing certification for the ISO 9000 series 
standard for quality

TractionBack®

TractionBack® is a remarkable bio-based, high-friction coating that keeps our PVC-free carpet tile securely in place 
without additional adhesives, floor sealers, or primers. Applied during the manufacturing process, carpet tiles with 
TractionBack® require no manipulation, additional taping, or gluing steps in the field. Just install carpet tiles directly 
out of the box.

TractionBack® reduces or eliminates:

• The need to prime or seal the floor

• Adhesive cost and installation labor

• Tools and labor to add other attachment 
mechanisms to the carpet tile

• Time spent spreading wet adhesives and waiting 
to dry

• Unnecessary waste, such as ‘peel and stick’ 
film covers

• VOC off-gassing typically associated with floor 
sealants and adhesives 

• Traction concerns even in high-humidity 
environments 

• Damage to raised access floors and high-quality 
sub-floors, leaving little or no residue

• Lost traction after lifting and replacing tiles 
multiple times
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EDUCATION − COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY
Carpet inspires a higher performance level for learning environments, while also fostering and recruiting the top minds in the 
world. All spaces within a college or university deserve the most inviting, supportive, and sustainable designs possible. Milliken 
can work with you to create these ideal-learning environments while surpassing even the tightest installation schedules.

Customer Concierge  800.824.2246     |     millikencarpet.com 
© 2014 Milliken & Company     |     Made in the USA

Have you seen our related products? Visit us online today.

NEXUS & METRO
Nexus / Metro

Metro

Nexus

Nexus & Metro

Monuments & Shrines

Growing greener for over 100 years. 
Visit milliken.com for more information.

SM 

This cushion-back carpet tile product is covered 
by one or more patents, published applications 
and/or patents pending. Specifications are subject 
to normal manufacturing tolerances and may be 
changed without prior notice.

OBEX

LYCEUM
Aristotle / Plato

Plato

Aristotle

Lyceum

Remix 2.0

KAI
Fin / Nalu / Tapa

Tapa

NaluFin

Kai
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